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Abstract: Artificial glasses containing nanoscale inclusions of iron oxides, including magnetite and
hematite, were obtained via the method of the high-temperature melting of rocks. The main factors
influencing the magnetic properties of glasses are the composition of the initial charge and the condi-
tions of cooling of the melt. The data of magnetic granulometry and frequency-field dependencies of
magnetic susceptibility showed the presence of a sufficiently large superparamagnetic fraction in
the samples. Coordinated theoretical modeling using two independent models that take into con-
sideration possible the chemical inhomogeneity of particles and magnetostatic interaction between
them made it possible to calculate hysteresis characteristics corresponding to the experiment and to
estimate ferrimagnetic concentrations in the samples, including the superparamagnetic fraction.

Keywords: artificial glasses; rocks; superparamagnetism; nanoparticles; magnetometry; magnetite;
hematite; micromagnetic modeling; two-phase particles; magnetostatic interaction

1. Introduction

The creation of synthetic analogues of natural objects for a better understanding and
use of their properties is one of the most interesting scientific problems. The artificial
glasses synthesized from rocks studied in this work are considered analogues of impactites.
Coptogenic (impact) rocks are products of transformations of the source rocks (magmatic,
metamorphic, and sedimentary), which appeared during a high-speed impact of small cos-
mic bodies with the Earth resulting in the formation of meteorite craters (astroblemes) [1–3].
Some of them are impact glasses, rocks formed through the solidification of homogeneous
melts [4,5]. The synthesis of artificial glasses and the study of their petrographic structure,
chemical, and phase composition and magnetic properties are actively in demand in the
Earth sciences. For example, glassy rock types are widespread among impact rocks. Taking
into account the above, natural rocks and their mixtures in various proportions of compo-
nents, varieties of which are often the material of transformation in the process of impact
events, were chosen as the initial charge for melting.

Laboratory reproduction of natural endogenous processes is the main direction of
modern experimental and technical petrology [6]. Of course, there is always the problem
of unattainability of full analogy between natural processes and their implementation
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in laboratory conditions, both in terms of time and in terms of the complexity of their
route. However, these experiments not only help us understand the phenomena occurring
on the Earth; they are also essential for fundamental science and provide an invaluable
contribution to solving production problems [7–9].

In the field of materials science, the study of glassy substances, which are actively used
in the development of various devices and products, plays a major role. For example, the
technological areas of melt and glass research include the production of glass fiber, glass
ceramics, stone casting, and fused refractories; pyrometallurgy; the growth of some crystals
(yttrium–aluminum garnets, etc.); and processes of extraction of ultrapure compounds
through zone melting. Materials from gabbro-basalt rocks have high indicators of durabil-
ity, wear resistance, resistance to shock loads, and chemical stability, while the indicators
of properties are preserved both at extremely low and rather high temperatures [10,11].
Due to their unique properties, rock melts can be used to manufacture heat and sound
insulators, structural composite and high-temperature materials, shock- and wear-resistant
materials, materials for radioactive protection, filters for cleaning waste gases at mining
and metallurgical plants, and filters for waste water treatment in various industries [12–15].
Accordingly, the perspectives for the use of such materials in various industries are ex-
tensive; they are used in the aircraft industry, rocket production, the automotive industry,
nuclear energy, cryogenics, metallurgy, the chemical industry, and engineering materials
production [16–19].

A special place is occupied by the problem of creating functional nanomaterials, includ-
ing magnetic ones, which are widely used in information recording and storage systems,
magnetic cooling systems, and the creation of permanent magnets and magnetic sen-
sors [20–22]. Here, the problem of stabilizing magnetic nanoparticles and, as a consequence,
obtaining particles of metals and their oxides embedded in inert, persistent matrices comes
to the fore. Two main groups of matrices are used: organic (polymeric) and inorganic [23].
Among the first studies, which systematized the information on nanoscale and cluster metal
particles dispersed or chemically bound in polymers, are the monographs [24,25]. Since
then, this method of stabilization has been widely developed and new approaches to this
problem have appeared: ion-exchange resins, soluble polymers, carbon-chain polymers,
polymers containing heteroatoms, polyimines, and block copolymers. Minerals of the
zeolite group and other molecular sieves, xerogel and silica gel, highly dispersed SiO2 and
Al3O3, nonmagnetic metals, and dispersed carbon are among the varieties of inorganic
matrices. Methods for the stabilization of magnetic nanoparticles in glasses continue to be
developed [26–30].

Natural and synthetic (artificial) glasses containing atomic clusters or nanoparticles
of iron oxides and/or hydroxides are the important object of basic and applied research,
including microbiology [31], pearl luster pigment production [32], the simulation of the
different atmospheres of the coal gasification process [33], the acidic leaching of metal
oxides in nickeliferous ores [34], bioactive glasses for tissue engineering [35,36], iron isotope
distribution in terrestrial rocks and meteorites [37], nuclear and toxic waste recycling [38,39],
studies on the local coordination environment of cations in silicate glasses and melt [40],
the petrology of the surfaces of Venus [41] and Mars [42], the assessment of short- and long-
term impacts of ash disposal in different environmental situations [43], etc. The technology
of glasses containing iron oxides is similar to industrial production techniques [44].

The aim of this study was to obtain and interpret new data on the physical–chemical
and magnetic properties of artificial glasses.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation

The samples of artificial glasses were obtained through the high-temperature melting
of rocks of different geneses, crystalline shales (s), volcanogenic–sedimentary rocks (a), and
psammite–silt–pelitic complexes (c) (sedimentary rocks with significant clay phase content),
and their mixtures in different component ratios. The mineral composition of rocks was
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studied through X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using a D2 Phaser diffractometer (Bruker,
Germany), a software package for the analysis of diffractograms PDXL-2 (Rigaku, Japan),
and a database of diffractograms PDF-2 (International Center for Diffraction Data, 2011).
Quantitative phase analysis of the source rocks according to the full-profile analysis via the
Rietveld method [45] is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Quantitative phase analysis of the source rocks used to produce artificial glasses.

Mineral
Content, at. %

Crystalline Shales Volcanogenic–Sedimentary
Rock

Psammite–Silt–Pelitic
Complex

Quartz 5.3 18.0 63.7
Plagioclase 33.2 33.9 8.3
K-feldspar 2.3 1.0 5.4
Pyroxene - 4.4 1.3

Amphibole 12.8 3.5 -
Mica (muscovite/biotite) <1 6.0 1.8

Chlorite 8.6 5.1 -
Calcite 17.7 13.2 <1

Dolomite - 1.3 <1
Epidote 10.7 - -
Titanite 6.5 - -
Smectite 1.9 - -

Heulandite - - 2.2
Kaolinite - - 15.5
Hematite - 4.0 1.1
Goethite - 9.8 -
Rp (%) * 5.4 4.1 2.9

* Rp =
∑|yobs

i −ycalc
i |

∑ yobs
i

is a convergence factor of calculated and experimental X-ray profiles and yi is the intensity at

each experimental point of the X-ray diffraction pattern.

Naturally, the conditions for obtaining artificial glasses available for our experiments
do not reproduce the conditions that arise during an impact event. However, they can
cover one of the most important temperature ranges in which the main processes of glass
transition and crystallization occur. According to the estimates of Masaitis et al. [46],
the temperature range for the complete melting of crystalline rocks is 1200–3000 ◦C, and
for partial melting with the formation of many characteristic impact melt rocks, it is
900–1500 ◦C. However, it is important that the intensity of thermal transformation is directly
dependent on the degree of previous shock compression, i.e., degree of fragmentation of
rocks. This can reduce the melting point to 950–750 ◦C. These features of the melting of
rocks are reflected in a number of works [47–50].

The melting of rocks was carried out at the experimental base of the Department of
Glass and Ceramics Technology of the Belarusian State Technological University (BSTU).
The charge crushed with a BB 50 laboratory jaw crusher (Retsch, Germany) to a frac-
tion < 1.0 mm was melted in corundum crucibles (with a volume of 100 cm3) in a gas flame
furnace with turbulent movement of the flame and forced air supply to combustion at a
maximum temperature 1515 ± 5 ◦C. The gas medium was oxidizing, with an excess air
ratio of 1.08–1.13. The crucibles were placed in the furnace before heating. Reaching the
maximum temperature took about 4 h. Then, part of the crucibles was removed from the
furnace and immediately immersed in water. In nature, a wide range of cooling conditions
is realized, from fractions of a second to thousands of years; therefore, within the frame-
work of a laboratory experiment, the two most typical cases were selected [51]: sufficiently
fast and sufficiently slow. Thus, fast (w) cooling (duration~1 s) of the melt was performed.
Slow (f) cooling was ensured through the cooling of crucibles together with the furnace,
with a cooling duration~105 s. Further in the paper, we will indicate in the identifiers of
artificial glass samples the name of the charge composition and the duration of cooling. In
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the case of mixtures of rocks, the weight fraction of the corresponding phase is indicated in
the upper index in grams. For example, sample a30s10c5f was cooled in a furnace, and the
initial charge contained 30 g of volcanogenic–sedimentary rock, 10 g of shales, and 5 g of
psammite–silt–pelitic component. In total, 20 samples were synthesized.

2.2. Methods for Physical, Chemical, and Magnetic Characterization

The study of magnetic properties of the samples included measurements of the initial
magnetic susceptibility χ at the three frequencies (976, 3904, and 15,616 Hz) at a magnetic
field strength amplitude of 200 A/m using a MFK1-FA magnetic susceptibility bridge
(AGICO, Brno-Královo Pole, Czech Republic) and plotting hysteresis loops and demagneti-
zation curves of remanence at the maximum field of 1.8 T at room temperature (Lake Shore
7410 vibrating sample magnetometer, Lake Shore Cryotronics Inc., Westerville, OH, USA)
while measuring the values of saturation magnetization Ms, saturation remanence Mrs,
coercive force Hc, and remanence coercivity Hcr. It should be noted that Mrs is obtained
when constructing hysteresis curves by decreasing the external magnetic field from the
saturation field to zero. If a field of the opposite direction is applied, then, at the value
of the field Hc, Mrs is compensated. However, when the field is switched off in the case
of a reversible process, the remanence takes the same value. In order to destroy Mrs, it
is possible to increase the field of the opposite direction by ∆H, in a stepwise manner,
returning after each step to the remaining fraction of the remanence. Consequently, at some
field Hcr, the destruction of Mrs occurs [52]. Thus, Hc is a characteristic of the coercivity of
the ensemble of particles as a whole, and Hcr shows the coercivity (remagnetization field)
of a single “averaged” particle.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
were performed to estimate the morphological features and the element composition of the
samples. The study was carried out with the use of a Quanta 200 3D focused electron and
ion beams (FIB) system (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with a Pegasus 4000 analyti-
cal complex (EDAX, Pleasanton, CA, USA) and a TM 3000 scanning electron microscope
(Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) with an Oxford microanalysis module (Oxford Instrument, Abing-
don, UK). Additionally, the elemental composition was studied via X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) using a SPECS spectrometer (SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH,
Berlin, Germany) equipped with a 150 mm PHOIBOS 150 hemispherical energy analyzer.
To excite the photoelectron spectra, Mg Kα radiation (1253.6 eV) was used; the analyzer
transmission energy was 50 eV. The binding energy of C 1s electrons in hydrocarbons equal
to 285.0 eV was used to calibrate the spectra.

57Fe Mössbauer spectra were measured at room temperature using an SM 2201 Möss-
bauer spectrometer recording gamma radiation in the transmission geometry. The reference
signal in the spectrometer’s Doppler modulator had a sawtooth shape to set the velocity
with constant acceleration. The source of the gamma quanta was 57Co with an activity of
15× 108 Bq. The velocity scale was calibrated using a 6 µm thick α-Fe foil. The spectra were
processed using the MossFit program developed at the Institute of Precambrian Geology
and Geochronology, Russian Academy of Sciences.

The samples were also studied using a Bruker ELEXSYS E580 ESR spectrometer (X-
band, ν~9.46 GHz, Bruker, Germany) in the CW mode with a modulation amplitude of
0.5 mT and microwave power of 0.15 mW. The magnetic field sweep rate was 0.166 mT/s.
Alcohol-washed powder samples (grain size < 0.1 mm) were used to measure temperature
dependencies in the range of 100–400 K with steps of 10–50 K. The spectra were processed
using the Xepr and Origin software packages. Regardless of the signal-to-noise ratio, the
ESR spectrum was processed using the Savitzky–Golay algorithm in the first stage. The
conditions of our measurements allowed us to make a judgment on the presence and
behavior of Fe3+ ions in the samples, since temperatures well below 77 K are required for
the registration of Fe2+ through the ESR method [53].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Magnetic Properties

The artificial glasses exhibit a positive initial magnetic susceptibility χ in the range
of (1–441) × 10–7 SI. This means that the samples consist mainly of paramagnetic matter.
All the samples can be divided into two types: those with χ values less than 2 × 10–7 SI
and those with magnetic susceptibility two orders of magnitude higher. The second type
includes five “strongly magnetic” samples: sf—122 × 10–7 SI; a30s10c5f—159 × 10–7 SI;
s10c30f—189× 10–7 SI; a10c30f—304× 10–7 SI; and a30c10f—441× 10–7 SI. As further studies
have shown, there is a minor but sufficient-for-diagnosis ferrimagnetic phase present in
these samples.

All the “strongly magnetic” samples were obtained in the process of long-term cooling
(in the furnace), but they differ in the composition of the initial charge. However, these
samples, except for one, contain a psammite–silt–pelitic component. This is probably a
factor determining the formation in the glasses of larger aggregates of iron oxides in the
ferrimagnetic state, in addition to the finely dispersed iron-containing particles. Figure 1
shows the hysteresis loops and the curves of destruction of the remanent magnetization by
the field of the opposite direction.
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parts of the plots: (a) a30s10c5f, (b) a30c10f.

Comparing these results to the literature data, the strongly magnetic samples are
similar to the magnetic macro/mesoporous bioactive glass obtained by Wang et al. [36],
and they possess a saturation mass magnetization of 2–7 A·m2/kg. Nevertheless, the
authors of [36] did not study the other hysteresis properties, including the coercivity
of the samples, and the superparamagnetic state cannot be clearly revealed. Baikousi
et al. [35] provided coercivity measurements for their magnetic bioactive glasses. The
authors reported a similar saturation mass magnetization (3–6.5 A·m2/kg) and a coercivity
of 15–20 Oe (1.5–2.0 mT).

Table 2 shows the hysteresis parameters of the source rock samples and the artifi-
cial glasses.

The dash in the table means that the sample contains iron mainly in the paramagnetic
state. Its hysteresis loop is extremely narrow and saturation cannot be reached in the maxi-
mum possible field in the experiment; thus, it is not possible to determine its parameters
correctly. All the data in Table 2 are summarized in the Day–Dunlop diagram (Figure 2).
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Table 2. Parameters of hysteresis loops of the source rocks (first three lines) and the artificial glasses
(20 samples).

Sample µ0Hc, mT µ0Hcr, mT Ms,
A·m2/kg

Mrs,
A·m2/kg Hcr/Hc Mrs/Ms

s 13.0 311.0 0.0006 0.0003 23.92 0.48
a 160.0 513.0 0.0840 0.0110 3.21 0.13
c 17.0 47.0 0.0056 0.0005 2.76 0.09

a w 1.0 14.3 0.0266 0.0023 13.99 0.09
a f 41.7 652.5 0.2055 0.0099 15.63 0.05
s w 2.9 7.6 0.3050 0.0716 2.65 0.24
s f 18.5 33.9 4.5980 1.2980 1.83 0.28

c w – – – – – –
c f 47.4 286.5 0.2061 0.0258 6.04 0.13

a20s20f – – – – – –
a20s20w – – – – – –
a30c10w 2.0 9.0 0.0090 0.0006 4.50 0.07
a10c30w 0.1 9.0 0.3600 0.0001 90.00 0.0003
a30c10f 22.0 116.0 3.0200 1.1500 5.27 0.38
a10c30f 23.0 35.0 2.9590 1.1400 1.52 0.39
s30c10w 16.7 17.0 0.0040 0.0020 1.02 0.49
s10c30w 0.6 74.0 0.0210 0.0010 123.33 0.05
s30c10f 1.4 1.5 0.0070 0.0010 1.07 0.14
s10c30f 0.6 2.7 1.3850 0.0005 4.50 0.0004

a30s10c5w 6.0 74.0 0.0100 0.0010 12.33 0.10
a10s30c5w – – – – – –
a30s10c5f 12.0 134.0 0.7020 0.1240 11.17 0.18
a10s30c5f 60.0 99.9 0.8900 0.4000 1.67 0.45
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Figure 2. The Day–Dunlop diagram for the artificial glass samples. Filled circles are the samples
obtained via rapid cooling of the melt; unfilled circles are the samples obtained via prolonged cooling
of the melt; larger unfilled circles with numbers correspond to the strongly magnetic, according to
the χ measurements, samples: 1—a10c30f, 2—a30c10f, 3—sf, 4—a30s10c5f, and 5—s10c30f.

The vertical and the horizontal dashed lines in Figure 2 denote the boundaries of
the regions corresponding to different magnetic states: single-domain SD, pseudo-single-
domain (including vortex structures) PSD, and multidomain MD [54]. The gray dashed line
shows the trend of changes in hysteresis parameters for a mixture of pseudo-single-domain
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and superparamagnetic grains SP + PSD. This curve was theoretically calculated for an SP
particle size of 10 nm [55]. An increase in the Hcr/Hc ratio corresponds to an increase in the
fraction of particles in the superparamagnetic state.

The Day–Dunlop diagram shows that the slowly cooled glass samples are mostly
located in the pseudo-single-domain region. In practice, this case corresponds to a mixture
of particles in different magnetic states, from single-domain, and possibly superparamag-
netic, to multidomain ones [55]. The hysteresis parameters of the vast majority of rapidly
cooled glasses are located in the SP + PSD region, and it can be assumed that the fraction of
particles in the superparamagnetic state in them is large. It should be noted that the Day–
Dunlop diagram does not take into consideration all the factors influencing the magnetic
states of the particles and, consequently, the position of the samples in the diagram [56].
This paper attempts to take into consideration some factors, namely, the possible chemical
inhomogeneity of particles and the magnetostatic interaction between them, as well as their
influence on the blocking of magnetic moments of SP particles [57,58].

Excluding the four paramagnetic samples for which no hysteresis is observed, all the
others, according to magnetic granulometry [59], can be roughly divided into the three
groups: (1) seven samples with a narrow hysteresis loop (Mrs/Ms ≤ 0.1; Hcr/Hc ≥ 5), which
contain significant amounts of SP particles; (2) seven samples with a fairly wide hysteresis
loop (Mrs/Ms > 0.2; Hcr/Hc ≤ 5), which contain significant amounts of stable (PSD and
SD) particles along with SP particles; and (3) two samples that are intermediate between
groups 1 and 2 (0.1 < Mrs/Ms < 0.2).

The most strongly magnetic, according to the magnetic susceptibility measurements,
samples show a significant scattering in the Day–Dunlop diagram. The field dependencies
of χ were measured for them at the three operating frequencies (976, 3904, and 15,616 Hz) of
the excitation field. The presence of such dependencies can show the presence of particles in
the ferrimagnetic phase which are in the superparamagnetic state and allow us to estimate
the fraction of these particles [60–63]. Examples of such dependencies are shown in Figure 3.
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Using the values of magnetic susceptibility at the higher χh and lower χl frequencies
in a weak field, we can calculate the value of the frequency-dependent susceptibility (fd)
for the samples under study [63,64]:

f d =
χl − χh

χl log10( fh/ fl)
· 100%. (1)

The above describes the value of fd correlates with the fraction of SP particles in the
sample. The calculated values of fd are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Frequency-dependent susceptibility values for the strongly magnetic samples; sample
numbers correspond to Figure 2.

No. Sample fd (%)

1 a10c30 f 2.0
2 a30c10 f 1.1
3 sf 6.0
4 a30s10c5 f 11.9
5 s10c30 f 7.4

3.2. Morphology and Composition

Figure 4 shows examples of SEM images of the surfaces of the strongly magnetic
samples (see Figure 2 and Table 3).
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Figure 4. SEM images of the surfaces of the samples: (a)—a10c30f, (b)—s10c30f, (c)—a30c10f,
(d)—a10c30f, (e)—a10c30f, and (f)—a30s10c5f.

Iron oxides (hydroxides), magnetite, hematite, goethite, and others are visible on the
glass surface. Morphologically, they appear as clusters of emulsion drops (a), microcrystal-
lites (a, b), and skeletal aggregates (a, c, d, f) transforming into holohedral forms with a
plate-like appearance (c, d). The plates often have hexagonal crystallographic faceting (b),
from which it can be assumed that they are represented by hematite. Sometimes, there are
relict areas of unmelted silica, around which microdrusy prismatic aggregates of silica (e),
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probably quartz, are growing. On the surface of these and in the interstices, iron oxides
(hydroxides) are formed (e). The faces of earlier crystals are the intumescence surface
for later ones. In comparison, the literature data on the artificial glasses obtained via the
hydrothermal alteration of Martian-like synthetic basalts present a similar morphology [42]:
iron mineral spherules a few micrometers in diameter. Moreover, Isobe and Yoshizawa
showed the inclusions of sub-micrometer-sized iron oxide particles with the morphol-
ogy of six-way petals or snowflakes [42], which can possess specific magnetic properties
with several equivalent magnetic axes. Contrary to those results, Berger et al. [41] found
nanosized isotropic magnesium ferrite inclusions in the glass structure, which can be su-
perparamagnetic. Similar results regarding spherical iron oxide nanoparticles in magnetic
macro/mesoporous bioglass have also been reported [36]. Additionally, the morphology
of the obtained samples can be compared to the reduced basaltic glass incubated in vitro
with Mariprofundus ferrooxydans, showing quite similar shapes and sizes to those of the iron
oxide inclusions [31].

Figure 5, in the example of sample a10c30f, shows that iron-containing particles are
concentrated in the near-surface layer of the sample with a thickness of about 1–2 µm. This
is confirmed by a noticeable decrease in iron content in the depth of the sample (Table 4).
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Figure 5. SEM image of the cross section of sample a10c30f: point 1 is in the near-surface layer, point 2
is in the depth of the sample.

Table 4. Elemental content at the points of the cross section of sample a10c30f (see Figure 5).

Element Spectrum 1, wt % Spectrum 2, wt %

O 59.84 60.73
Na 1.42 1.31
Mg 0.79 1.01
Al 5.29 5.68
Si 23.73 25.77
K 0.93 0.80
Ca 1.57 1.79
Fe 6.43 2.90

According to the data obtained through the XPS method (Table 5), the composition
of the samples is dominated by oxygen, silicon, and carbon; aluminum is present in
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appreciable amounts. Judging by the bonding energies, O, Si, and Al are probably in the
forms of SiO2, Al2O3, and aluminosilicates. Carbon observed in the samples seems to be
mostly introduced (adsorbed, contact). Iron observed in insignificant amounts, as far as
spectra Fe (2p3/2) allow us to judge, in the analyzed upper layers of the samples is probably
strongly oxidized and is in the form of various oxides.

Table 5. Results of analysis through the XPS method: binding energy (eV) and relative content (at. %)
of the elements.

Sample Na
(1s)

Fe
(2p3/2) F (1s) O (1s) Ti

(2p3/2)
Ca

(2p) C (1s) Si (2p) Al (2p)

a10c30f 1.0 0.7 0.3 33.7 18.1 0.3 1.7 2.0 6.0 12.1 21.9 2.2
eV 1072.9 710.9 685.5 532.8 531.4 459.8 348.0 288.0 286.0 285.0 102.7 74.2

a30c10f 0.7 0.5 – 27.3 16.1 0.1 1.5 3.2 15.4 17.1 13.2 4.8
eV 1072.9 711.0 – 533.0 531.6 459.5 348.0 288.6 286.6 285.0 102.6 74.3
sf 1.6 1.1 0.4 30.0 14.4 0.3 2.4 – 3.1 13.0 27.1 5.7
eV 1072.7 710.9 685.3 532.6 531.2 458.9 347.9 – 286.6 285.0 102.7 74.2

a30s10c5f 0.6 1.7 – 33.5 18.1 – 2.3 2.2 6.5 12.8 14.7 7.6
eV 1072.5 710.8 – 532.6 531.3 – 348.0 288.5 286.5 285.0 102.2 74.0

s10c30f 1.0 0.8 0.7 32.6 14.7 0.3 1.4 2.4 5.2 8.3 25.2 8.1
eV 1073.1 710.5 685.3 533.0 531.7 459.9 348.4 288.2 286.6 285.0 103.1 74.7

Na+ Fe2+,
Fe3+ MF SiO2 Al2O3 Ti4+ Ca2+ OCO COC CC,

CH Si4+ Al3+

3.3. Mössbauer Spectroscopy

Figure 6 shows the Mössbauer spectrum for sample a30s10f as an example (other
spectra are presented in Appendix A, Figure A1). The dots show the experimental data; the
bottom line corresponds to the model spectrum.
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Figure 6. Mössbauer spectrum for sample a30c10f.

The Table 6 shows the parameters of hyperfine interaction for the samples under
study. In all the spectra, we can distinguish sextets, the parameters of which are in good
agreement with the reported values of the magnetite parameters [65], as well as doublets,
which, according to our assumptions, correspond to the superparamagnetic phase.
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Table 6. Parameters of hyperfine interaction for the sample: IS—isomeric shift of the Mössbauer lines,
QS—quadrupole splitting, BHf—effective magnetic field, S—area of lines in % of total area of the
spectrum. Isomeric shifts are given relative to α-Fe.

Sample Component IS (mm/s) QS (mm/s) BHf (T) S (%)

a10c30f

Sextet Fe(1) 0.246 ± 0.009 0.017 ± 0.018 48.454 ± 0.081 17.66

Sextet Fe(2) 0.659 ± 0.019 0.013 ± 0.035 45.659 ± 0.143 40.39

Doublet Fe(1) 0.863 ± 0.029 1.932 ± 0.052 – 41.95

a30c10f

Sextet Fe(1) 0.284 ± 0.008 0.032 ± 0.013 47.843 ± 0.052 20.35

Sextet Fe(2) 0.648 ± 0.009 0.039 ± 0.016 44.925 ± 0.076 33.57

Doublet Fe(1) 0.906 ± 0.029 2.081 ± 0.047 – 32.77

Doublet Fe(2) 0.344 ± 0.023 1.104 ± 0.052 – 13.30

sf

Sextet Fe(1) 0.304 ± 0.000 0.064 ± 0.020 47.430 ± 0.068 20.29

Sextet Fe(2) 0.645 ± 0.000 0.015 ± 0.028 44.209 ± 0.116 27.18

Doublet Fe(1) 0.842 ± 0.011 2.288 ± 0.022 – 24.97

Doublet Fe(2) 0.456 ± 0.009 0.867 ± 0.015 – 27.55

a30s10c5f

Sextet Fe(1) 0.340 ± 0.025 0.101 ± 0.047 47.337 ± 0.151 3.91

Sextet Fe(2) 0.540 ± 0.022 0.029 ± 0.041 43.451 ± 0.220 17.09

Doublet Fe(1) 0.872 ± 0.004 2.350 ± 0.006 – 37.51

Doublet Fe(2) 0.463 ± 0.003 0.842 ± 0.005 – 41.49

s10c30f

Sextet Fe(1) 0.312 ± 0.020 0.060 ± 0.034 48.020 ± 0.129 17.64

Sextet Fe(2) 0.663 ± 0.026 0.024 ± 0.043 44.869 ± 0.183 26.41

Doublet Fe(1) 0.912 ± 0.018 2.155 ± 0.037 – 36.89

Doublet Fe(2) 0.536 ± 0.023 0.832 ± 0.038 – 19.07

Since all the spectra are described by a similar set of hypotheses with close values of
the hyperfine interaction parameters (except for sample a10c30f, which lacks the doublet
corresponding to trivalent iron), we will examine only the spectrum of sample a30c10f.

The spectrum has a complex structure and is best described by a combination of
two doublets and two sextets. The sextets correspond to the iron atoms contained in
magnetite. Sextet 1, with an isomeric shift value of 0.284± 0.008 mm/s and an effective field
value of 47.843 ± 0.052 T, corresponds to trivalent iron atoms in the tetrahedral position,
and sextet 2, with an isomeric shift value δ = 0.648± 0.009 mm/s and BHf = 44.925± 0.076 T,
corresponds to atoms of bi- and trivalent iron, participating in the rapid electron exchange
and occupying octahedral positions (of the magnetite crystal lattice).

The parameters of hyperfine interaction of doublet 1 suggest that it corresponds to the
atoms of divalent iron in tetrahedral coordination, and doublet 2, in turn, corresponds to
the atoms of trivalent iron in tetrahedral coordination. On the basis of the experimental
and the literature data [58,66], we can assume the presence of a superparamagnetic mag-
netite fraction in the sample. Nevertheless, comparing to the Mössbauer spectra for the
ferrosilicate glasses [40] with the only one doublet, we can state the obvious difference
in the case of non-crystalline iron oxide inclusions, which can additionally confirm our
current assumptions.

In samples a30c10f, sf, and s10c30f, the ratio of the areas of sextets Ssextet1/Ssextet2 > 0.5
(as well as the values of the hyperfine interaction parameters) indicates the presence of
non-stoichiometric magnetite (for which the ratio Ssextet1/Ssextet2 = 0.5). In the spectrum
of sample a10c30f (Ssextet1/Ssextet2 ≈ 0.44), iron in the octahedral position predominates;
however, this may be due to the “noisiness” of the spectrum due to the small iron content
in the sample.
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Sample a30s10c5f somewhat stands out; in it, the magnetically ordered component in
the form of two sextets with parameters close to those for magnetite, which is mainly in the
superparamagnetic state, is weakly expressed.

3.4. Electron Spin Resonance

Silicate glasses, both artificial and natural, are characterized by the spectra of elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance of the X band [67], containing, as a rule, a superposition of
resonance lines with g-factors >2.0, ~4.3, and, rarely, ~9.4.

The line at g~4.3 is associated with isolated tetrahedral Fe complexes in a highly
rhombically distorted oxygen environment [67]. This corresponds to trivalent iron ions
atomically scattered in glass in the form of an isomorphic structural impurity [68,69].
The line with g~2.0 is associated with trivalent iron clusters or oxyhydroxide inclusions
(strongly and weakly magnetic, also in the superparamagnetic state). The same clusters
provide the appearance of a feature on the spectrum at g~9.4, which is usually attributed
to isolated Fe3+ ions in an axially symmetric oxygen environment. For such objects, we
can speak about “ferromagnetic resonance”, distinguishing it as a special case of ESR.
Such spectra of some natural glasses, for example, obsidians, may also contain resonance
lines with g-factors [70]. In the spectra of artificial glasses doped with ions of various
chemical elements, in particular, transition metals, there may be resonance lines with
effective g-factors 4.4, 3.8, 3.1, 2.4, 2.3, and 2.0 [71].

The two types of ESR spectra were obtained on the samples under study. The first type
is the closest in form to the “classical” spectra of silicate glass with a small admixture of iron
ions [67,68]. Such spectra were obtained for samples a30c10w, s30c10w, a30s10c5w, a10s30c5w,
s30c10f, a20s20w, and a20s20f. Figure 7a shows an example of the spectrum measured at
different temperatures for sample a30s10c5w. The intense line with g = 4.24 is characterized
by the fact that its width of 17 mT does not change as the temperature decreases, and the
intensity increases approximately by a factor of 4 in the range of 400–100 K. The less intense
and broader line g = 2.0 (99 mT and 108 mT wide at 100 and 300 K, respectively) increases
in amplitude less than 1.5 times in the same temperature range. A weak line with g~9.4 is
also observed. The second type of spectrum is characteristic for the case of “ferromagnetic
resonance”; for example, on magnetite particles, it was obtained for samples a10c30w,
a30c10f, s10c30w, s10c30f, a10s30c5f, a30s10 c5f, a10s30c5f, and a10c30f (Figure 7b shows the ESR
spectra for sample a30s10 c5f). The broad line with an intensity 2 orders of magnitude higher
than that for the first type, with g = 2.09 at T = 300 K, shifts to the region of weak fields
with g = 2.64, and has a decrease in amplitude by a factor of about 2 when the temperature
changes to 100 K.
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It is likely that tetrahedral Fe complexes in the paramagnetic state, scattered in the
glass matrix, prevail in the samples of the first type. However, interacting octahedral Fe
complexes are present in very insignificant amounts. In the samples of the second type,
oxyhydroxide inclusions, particles in a superparamagnetic and low-domain state likely
dominate against a background of iron ions scattered in the glass matrix (the resonance line
with g~4.3, which is almost indistinguishable at 400 K, becomes brighter with decreasing
temperature). This is confirmed by the fact that as the temperature decreases, the intensity
of the spectrum of these samples strongly decreases, the line width increases, and the
resonance field shifts in the direction of lower magnetic fields [28,70,72,73].

4. Theoretical Modeling

Five “strongly magnetic” samples were chosen for theoretical modeling, including
sample s10c30f from the first group (Mrs/Ms ≤ 0.1, Hcr/Hc ≥ 5), the three samples (sf, a10c30f,
and a30c10f) from the second group (Mrs/Ms > 0.2, Hcr/Hc ≤ 5), and the intermediate
(Mrs/Ms ≈ 0.18, Hcr/Hc ≈ 11) sample a30s10c5f. All of these samples contain a sufficiently
large number of SP particles, since for them, the value of fd > 1%.

A peculiarity of these glass samples is the possible relationship between chemical
inhomogeneity and magnetic states; the larger the particles, the more likely they are to
be oxidized from the surface (Figure 5, Table 4). As a consequence, three fractions are
distinguished during modeling: (1) fairly large (PSD and possibly SD) particles subjected
to oxidation; (2) smaller, stable (possibly SD and blocked SP) particles of non-stoichiometric
magnetite; and (3) true SP particles. For different samples, SD particles can be both two-
phase and single-phase during modeling.

Using an approximation of the lognormal distribution of particles by volume (see,
for example, [74,75]), we can calculate the most probable characteristic sizes of particles
in different magnetic states [63]. The probability density of the lognormal distribution is
written as

ϕ(x) =
1

xσ
√

2π
exp

(
− (ln(x/α))2

2σ2

)
, (2)

where x = v/vp is the ratio of particle volume to mean volume, σ is the standard deviation,
and α is the average of the corresponding Gaussian distribution.

During modeling, four ranges of grain sizes corresponding to different magnetic states
are considered: superparamagnetic (SP), stable single-domain (SD), fine pseudo-single-
domain (fPSD), and coarse pseudo-single-domain (cPSD) particles, with the respective par-
ticle diameters of about 0–25, 25–40, 40–100, and 100–500 nm (see, for example, [63,76–79]).
By fPSD and cPSD, we mean particles with vortex structures and a small number of do-
mains, respectively, and we neglect the contribution of truly multidomain particles to the
hysteresis characteristics.

Let us introduce relative numbers of particles corresponding to the abovementioned
magnetic states: nsp, nssd, nfpsd, and ncpsd. The relative number of particles for each group are

n =
∫ x2

x1

ϕ(x)dx
/∫ xmax

xmin

ϕ(x)dx, (3)

where x1 and x2 are the lower and upper limits of the volume range of a given particle
group, respectively, and xmin (d = 0) and xmax (d = 500 nm) are the minimum and the
maximum relative particle volumes, respectively, with x2 ≤ xmax.

Previously [63], we took into consideration that the samples contained SP particles
blocked by magnetostatic interaction, which can contribute not only to the saturation
magnetization, but also to the remanent magnetization of the sample. Since the frequency
dependence of magnetic susceptibility is due to the presence of unblocked (true) super-
paramagnetic particles, two groups should be distinguished: nbSP, non-blocked superpara-
magnetic particles (0–15 nm), and bSP, blocked superparamagnetic particles (15–25 nm)
(see, for example, [80]).
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It is known that the frequency-dependent susceptibility correlates with the fraction
of nbSP particles in the samples, but the exact dependence of the numerical value of fd on
this fraction has not yet been established [61,63]. Therefore, nbSP particle concentrations
covering all fd values for the simulated samples were chosen for further calculations:
1, 2, 6, 7, and 12% (Table 7). The desired concentrations were achieved by selecting
the mathematical expectation (ME) of the lognormal distribution with a fixed standard
deviation SQ = 20.

Table 7. Fractions of the volume concentration of ferrimagnetic particles in the corresponding
magnetic states; ME is the mathematical expectation of the lognormal distribution and dmean is the
mean size of ferrimagnetic particles in the sample.

Sample Cnbsp Cbsp Csd Cfpsd Ccpsd ME dmean, nm

a30c10f 0.010 0.075 0.233 0.656 0.026 5.35 33.6
a10c30f 0.020 0.097 0.237 0.619 0.027 3.79 29.7

sf 0.060 0.136 0.233 0.543 0.028 1.34 20.5
s10c30f 0.070 0.142 0.231 0.530 0.027 1.05 18.9

a30s10c5f 0.120 0.158 0.218 0.477 0.027 0.31 12.3

The relative number of nbSP particles is obtained using Equation (3) when x1 = 0 and
x2 = xbsp (the volume corresponding to the blocking size; in our case, dbsp = 15 nm). Then
the relative average volume of nbSP particles is:

xnbsp =

xbsp∫
0

xϕ(x)dx. (4)

Similarly, it is possible to calculate the relative average volumes of other groups
of particles in different magnetic states. In this case, the average volume and size of
ferrimagnetic particles in the sample can be calculated by the formulas:

vmean = vp ·
(

nnbspxnbsp + nbspxbsp + nsdxsd + n f psdx f psd + ncpsdxcpsd

)
,

dmean = (6vmean/π)1/3. (5)

Then, the fraction of volume concentration of non-blocked ferrimagnetic particles in
the sample is

Cnbsp = nnbsp
vnbsp

vmean
, where vnbsp = vpxnbsp, (6)

and the sum of fractions for all the groups of particles is equal to one.
The best results for different Cnbsp values (consistent with the experimental values of

Mrs, Ms, Hcr, and Hc) were obtained using the characteristic size of ferrimagnetic particles,
dp = 20 nm, and the volume of spherical particles, vp = (π/6)·dp

3, corresponding to it.
Two models were used in further calculations: the model of chemically inhomogeneous

two-phase particles (TPh model) [58,81,82] and the model of single-domain particles with
effective spontaneous magnetization (SDEM model) [83–85]. It is known that, at sufficiently
large concentrations of the ferrimagnet, magnetization of the sample is significantly affected
by magnetostatic interaction between the ferrimagnetic particles, which was taken into
consideration in the both models.

In the TPh model, an ensemble of cubic two-phase particles was considered with the
characteristic particle size a and the phase volumes (1 − ε)a3—the strongly magnetic phase
(magnetite)—and εa3—the weakly magnetic phase (hematite). It was assumed that the
light magnetization axes of the phases are parallel to the interphase boundary. Then, in
the absence of an external field, the magnetic moments in the phases are either opposite
in direction or their directions coincide. Applying an external field along the light axes
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does not increase the number of possible states of a particle, but changes the values of their
relative fraction. The number of particles in different states was calculated on the basis of
the statistical Boltzmann distribution. This allowed calculating the particle magnetization
reversal fields and estimating the hysteresis characteristics of the sample. The sample
magnetization in field H was calculated in the approximation of a uniform distribution of
random interaction fields Hi in the range from −Hmax to +Hmax:

M(H) =
1

2Hmax

Hmax∫
−Hmax

M(H, Hi)dHi (7)

Here, M (H, Hi) is determined by the number of particles in different magnetic states.
Then, the magnetization calculation is reduced to the case of non-interacting particles,
taking into consideration the reduction in the critical fields by the value of Hmax.

Using the SDEM model, in the mean-field approximation, we can more rigorously
account for the influence of magnetostatic interaction, compared to the case of the uniform
distribution function Hi, and obtain the random-field distribution functions for any bulk
concentrations of the ferrimagnet [86]. Then, using the experimental values of magnetiza-
tions (Ms, Mrs) and coercive forces (Hc, Hcr), we can calculate the effective spontaneous
magnetizations of the particles by saturation, Is eff, and by saturation remanence, Irs eff. The
introduction of effective spontaneous magnetizations enables estimating the influence of
magnetic moment inhomogeneity in the volume of a particle, which is determined by the
formation of domain and vortex structures, as well as by possible chemical inhomogene-
ity [56,87,88].

To find the Is eff and Irs eff magnetizations, we solved the inverse problem of matching
the theoretical values of these magnetizations, calculated by both of the models, with the
experimental data. The dimensionless magnetization ζ and the volumetric concentration
Cf of the ferrimagnetic particles involved in its formation were used in the calculations:

ζ =
M

C f Ie f f
, C f = N

vmean

Vs
. (8)

Here, M stands for Ms or Mrs and N is the number of particles with mean volume
vmean and concentration Cf in the sample of volume Vs. The value of magnetization of a
system of uniaxial ferrimagnetic particles randomly distributed in a cylindrical volume
is determined by the modified method of moments and expansion into a Gram–Charlier
series [84,86].

In classic works [89,90], the analogy of spin glasses and objects of rock magnetism was
used. If we consider spin clusters to be magnetic moments of particles in rock magnetism,
we can use the ideas related to superparamagnetism and study the dependence of the
conditions of the blocking of magnetic moments on various parameters. For example,
in [90], the blocking temperature was studied. In our models, the temperature is fixed. We
consider the dependence of the blocking volume of the SP particle on the total field using
particle H + Hi and its magnetization reversal field, H0.

As indicated above, the interaction leads to the blocking of the magnetic moments of
the SP particles, which contribute to the remanent magnetization. For the blocked particles,
the time-averaged non-zero magnetic moment is (see, for example, [58]):

m(v, Hi) = vIstanh
(

vb(Hi)Is|H + Hi|
kT

)
= vIrs e f f , (9)
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where Is is the spontaneous magnetization of the ferrimagnet at temperature T and vb(Hi)
is the critical volume of the particle, the magnetic moment of which remains stable when
interaction field Hi acts on the particle. In this case, the blocking volume is

vb(Hi) =

vb/
(

1 + |H+Hi|
H0

)2
, |H + Hi| ≤ H0;

vb/
(

4|H+Hi|
H0

)
, |H + Hi| > H0.

(10)

The magnetization reversal field H0 ≈Hcr and vb ≈ 50kT/(IsH0) is the blocking volume
at Hi = 0 [91].

Since we distinguish three fractions in the samples (larger oxidized, small chemically
homogeneous, and true superparamagnetic particles), the saturation magnetizations of the
samples are

Ms = Ms1 + Ms2 + Ms sp, Mrs = Mrs1 + Mrs2. (11)

Moreover, the experimental values of Ms and Mrs agree with the results of calculations
through the TPh and SDEM models:

Ms = C f Is e f f , Mrs = C f (1− Cnbsp)Irs e f f . (12)

The theoretical values of the magnetization reversal fields H0 of the fraction of chemi-
cally inhomogeneous particles were calculated using the TPh model [58,82]. To estimate
the theoretical H0 values of fractions containing chemically homogeneous particles, approx-
imations were used:

(1) For SD particles,

H0 sd =
2Ku

Is
, (13)

where Ku is the constant of uniaxial crystallographic anisotropy;
(2) For bSP particles [92],

H0 bsp = H0 sd

{
1− [vb(Hi)/v]1/2

}
, (14)

where the value of v lies in the range from vb (without regard to the interaction) to the
critical volume of the single-domain particle.

The experimental values of Hcr can be coordinated with the results of calculations
according to the applied models as follows:

(1) For the samples in which SD particles are chemically homogeneous and are part of
the first fraction,

H0 2 = H0 bsp , H0 1 =
Hcr ·

(
Cbsp + Csd + Cpsd

)
− H0 2Cbsp

Csd + Cpsd
, (15)

(2) For the samples in which SD particles are chemically inhomogeneous and are part
of the second fraction,

H0 2 =
H0 sdCsd + H0 bspCbsp

Csd + Cbsp
, H0 1 =

Hcr ·
(

Cbsp + Csd + Cpsd

)
− H0 2 ·

(
Cbsp + Csd

)
Cpsd

. (16)

Then, the theoretical values of Hc are approximately equal to the experimental values,
since H0 ≈ Hcr.

The following values of spontaneous magnetizations were used during modeling, taking
into consideration possible non-stoichiometry of the material: magnetite Is = (450–480)·103 A/m
and hematite Is = (1–3)·103 A/m [93–95]. The calculations according to the two models
were performed for different values of the thickness of the weakly magnetic (hematite)
phase ε in the range from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.05, taking into consideration the assumed
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fraction of nbSP particles (see Tables 3 and 7). After calculating the magnetization-reversal
fields of the fraction of chemically inhomogeneous particles (TPh model) and estimating
the magnetization-reversal fields of the fraction of chemically homogeneous particles
(Equations (13)–(16)), the effective spontaneous magnetizations Is eff and Irs eff (SDEM
model) were calculated in agreement with the experimental data. Each sample was modeled
assuming the equality of fd and the nbSP particle concentration. The results are presented
in Table 8.

Table 8. The results of coordinated modeling (TPh and SDEM models) of the “strongly magnetized”
samples. The contributions of the three considered fractions to magnetizations Ms and Mrs. The
volume concentrations of ferrimagnetic Cf in the samples and the corresponding effective spontaneous
magnetizations, Is eff and Irs eff, are given.

No. Sample ε
Cf,

10–3
Ms = Ms1 + Ms2 + Ms sp,

A·m2/kg
Mrs = Mrs1 + Mrs2,

A·m2/kg
Is eff,

kA/m
Irs eff,
kA/m

1 a10c30f 0.05 9 2.96 1.88 + 1.02 + 0.06 1.14 0.73 + 0.41 465 286

2 a30c10f 0.85 20 3.02 0.75 + 2.20 + 0.07 1.15 0.28 + 0.87 203 167

3 sf 0.05 14 4.60 2.57 + 1.75 + 0.28 1.30 0.76 + 0.54 466 266

4 a30s10c5f 0.90 4 0.70 0.07 + 0.48 + 0.15 0.12 0.01 + 0.11 263 110

5 s10c30f 0.75 10 1.39 0.67 + 0.48 + 0.24 0.5 × 10–3 (0.3 + 0.2) × 10–3 198 ~1

The best agreement with the experimental data was obtained at a large oxidation
degree ε for the most highly coercive samples (a30c10f and a30s10c5f), and at small ε for the
samples with lower coercivity (a10c30f and sf). Additionally, in the abovementioned four
samples during modeling, the SD particles belonged to the second (magnetite) fraction.
For the low-coercivity sample s10c30f with very low remanent magnetization, SD particles
belonged to the first fraction (magnetite–hematite), with a large fraction of hematite.

In all the samples, the ferrimagnetic volume concentration is small and is in the range
of (4–20) × 10–3. For the samples with large values of ε, the value of Is eff turns out to
be significantly smaller than that of the spontaneous magnetization of magnetite due to
chemical inhomogeneity. In all the samples, Irs eff decreases compared to Is eff due to the
deviation of magnetic moments in the zero external field to chaotically distributed easy
axes, as well as due to the manifestation of magnetic inhomogeneity in PSD particles
(appearance of domain and vortex structures) and unblocking of a part of bSP particles.

5. Conclusions

Artificial glasses containing micro- and nanoparticles of iron oxides and hydroxides in
various magnetic states were obtained through the method of high-temperature melting
of rocks.

The main factors affecting the magnetic properties of glasses and the fraction of
magnetic phase in them are the conditions of the melt cooling. In the case of rapid cooling,
the iron component is tetrahedral complexes of Fe dispersed in the glass matrix, interacting
octahedral complexes of Fe, and particles in the superparamagnetic state. The samples
that cool down slowly also contain iron oxide particles in different magnetic states, from
superparamagnetic to multidomain.

The magnetic properties of glasses are also influenced by the composition of the initial
charge. Samples with the highest content of highly coercive volcanogenic–sedimentary
rock also exhibit highly coercive properties.
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The highest concentration of the strongly magnetic iron component is on the surface
of the samples. When the melt cools down, a layer formed by iron oxide grains appears at
the boundary with air.

The comparison with the literature data on the experimental studies of the artificial
glasses with the inclusions of iron oxide atomic clusters and nano- and microsized particles
showed the similarity in the part of surface morphology (the shape and the size of the iron
oxide particles) and in the part of magnetic properties (the saturation mass magnetization
and the coercivity). At the same time, there is no detailed investigation of magnetic
granulometry, electron spin resonance, or theoretical modeling of magnetic states in the
previous studies on artificial glasses; therefore, the current study can add original and new
information to the field.

When modeling the hysteresis characteristics of the strongly magnetic samples of
artificial glasses, we demonstrated coordinated applicability of the two theoretical mod-
els (TPh and SDEM) that take into consideration the magnetostatic interaction between
ferrimagnetic particles. The TPh model allows taking into consideration the chemical
inhomogeneity of the particle and the magnetostatic interaction between phases, as well
as calculating the magnetization-reversal fields of the particle and the number of particles
in the different magnetic states. The advantage of the SDEM model is a more rigorous
consideration of magnetostatic interaction at any concentrations of ferrimagnetic particles.
Both the models can be applied not only to the samples containing mainly single-domain
and low-domain chemically inhomogeneous ferrimagnetic particles, but also to the samples
containing a large number of superparamagnetic particles, including those blocked due to
magnetostatic interaction.

The experimental results obtained with the use of magnetic granulometry and frequency-
field dependencies of magnetic susceptibility of the samples allowed us to assume the
presence of a significant number of superparamagnetic particles with a relatively small con-
tent of the ferrimagnetic component in the samples. Theoretical calculations confirmed this
assumption and allowed estimating the content of both the true superparamagnetic fraction
(volume concentration~10–4) and the particles blocked due to magnetostatic interaction
(volume concentration~10–3) in the samples.
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Appendix A

Mössbauer spectra of the samples: (a) sf, (b) s10c30 f, (c) a30s10c5 f, and (d) a10c30 f are
presented in Figure A1.
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